
 
  
351 Cleveland Build….483 hp @ 6200 rpm & 436 ft lbs of torque at 5800 rpm 
The carb is a Holley 750 with vacuum secondaries that has had the Chuck Nuytten treatment  
www.chucknuytten.com      He does good work and can turn a tired old Holley into a wonderful thing.   Oh, 
and don't forget a 1" carb spacer between the Holley carb and the Holley Strip Dominator. Please note that 
the dyno numbers were with the dyno "generic" headers, so the Pantera Performance Center GTS headers 
and exhaust and Ansa mufflers were not factors in the dyno results. . Motor builder knew my expectation that 
the engine valve should train handle 6000 rpm often and 7000 rpm infrequently.   
 
The specifics are: 
Block sonic teted and bored thirty over two bolt main with partial oil restrictors on the main bearings 
Slightly lightened crank, smoothed, and ten under 
Stock, polished and reconditioned connecting rods 
Pistons: Sportsman Racing Products aluminum, 539 grams, flat tops bored .030” over. 
Compression ratio is close to 10:1. 
I can't find the specifics on the rings, but they're set for relatively low tension 
The cam and lifters are flat tappet hydraulic. The lifter bores have bronze bushings.    
The lifters and cam are from Cam Motion 
Cam=  Cam Motion  H2241-2311-10+2    Intake duration: 224/  Ex duration: 231 
Hydraulic cam  Intake lift: .533"           Ex lift:  .550"       Lobe sep: 110    Intake center 108 
Valves are Ferrea;  Int  2.19 x 5.275;  Exh  1.710 x 5.060,  Piston rings are Speed Pro  R-9401-35,   
Ten quart Aviaid oil pan, Water pump: Boss 302 blueprinted water pump 
Oil pump: Melling standard pump, ported and polished internally 
BHJ harmonic balancer, 
Heads: 4V quench, ported exhaust only; intake virginal. 
Holley 750 vacuum secondaries 
Holley Strip Dominator intake with port matching (very, very little needed, if any) 
MSD 8577 Distributor with "blueprinted" rotor and lightened weights by 25% 
Crane Gold Roller Rockers  
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